
of the Sun. (We relate north and south in the Solar

System to the Earth, but just being the north pole

doesn’t mean that it’s cold there.)

Mercury is a difficult planet to see at the best of

times. Because it remains so close to the Sun, it

can normally only be seen when it’s at its extreme

positions on one side or the other of the Sun,

which means during twilight at dawn or dusk. You

need a low horizon to see it, and you have to look

at just the right time, because it is only around for

a week or two at a time. On these occasions it

looks like a bright star low down in the twilight

where the Sun has set or is about to rise.

The closer a planet is to the Sun, the quicker it

orbits. Earth orbits in 365 days, which we call the

year, but Mercury’s year

lasts just 88 days. So com-

bined with Earth’s own

slower motion around the

Sun, this means that

Mercury passes between us

and the Sun every 16 weeks

or so. So why isn’t there a

transit each time? The rea-

On 9 May 2016 an unusual event will

happen – the planet Mercury will

move across the face of the Sun,

which is known as a transit. This

gives us a rare chance to see a planet

moving slowly in its orbit around the

Sun. 
But you won’t be able to just look up and see it

happening. For one thing, the Sun is so blindingly

bright that you’ll need to cut its light down by

thousands of times. And Mercury is a small planet,

so you will need quite a lot of magnification to

view it at all.

This leaflet from the Society for Popular

Astronomy tells you what will happen and how to

observe the event. It’s aimed particularly at

schools, but don’t let that put you off if you are too

old for school – the information applies to every-

one. 

Why we get a transit

Mercury orbits the Sun like Earth, but closer in. In

fact it is the closest planet to the Sun, with Venus

the next planet out before you get to Earth. 

All the planets orbit in the same direction, which

is anticlockwise as seen from above the north pole

Society for Popular Astronomy 
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Mercury in the twilight sky,

about an hour after sunset



son is that Mercury’s orbit is tilted to the Earth’s, so

most of the time it passes above or below the Sun.

We can’t actually see it at these times because only

the rim of it will be illuminated and it is lost in the

Sun’s glare. 

Transits only occur when the orbits of Earth and

Mercury line up, which can only happen in May or

November. There are only 14 times this century

when this applies, the last ones being in 2003 and

2006. Not every transit is visible from the UK, such

as the one in 2006. The next one is in 2019 – see

the box for details of other transits this century.

What’s special about a transit?

Let’s face it, for most people life will go on and

they won’t even know about it unless they see

something about it on TV. The Sun won’t go dim

and nothing amazing will happen as a result. But

for those watching, the disc of the planet Mercury

will be visible (instead of being just a dot of light in

the sky) and you will even be able to see it mov-

ing, even if only very slowly. Usually we don’t

notice the movements of the planets in their orbits

around the Sun. It’s an unusual event, and that’s

worth watching for its own sake. It’s something

that you will remember for a long time.

Although there is no real scientific reason for

observing a transit of Mercury, in the past transits

did help astronomers to work out the distance

from the Earth to the Sun. By observing the transit

from two different places on Earth’s surface, it was

possible to estimate the distance of Mercury

(rather like the way your two eyes give you stereo

vision to judge distances). Then because the length

of each planet’s year is linked to its distance from

the Sun, knowing Mercury’s distance gives Earth’s

distance from the Sun and those of all the other

planets. 

And today, astronomers look for transits of plan-

ets of other stars across their star’s disc. All they

see is a very slight dimming of the star’s light,

rather than the planet itself, but over 200 extrasolar

planets have already been discovered this way and

the Kepler spacecraft has found thousands of possi-

bles that are awaiting confirmation.

How to observe the Transit of Mercury

Take note! You really need the right equipment and

a lot of care to be able to view the event, partly

because the Sun is so bright and also because

Mercury is a very small dot against the Sun. So any

solar eclipse glasses won’t be good enough

because although they do cut the Sun’s light down

by a safe amount, you need a fair bit of magnifica-

tion as well to see Mercury. 

Not even binoculars with proper solar filters in

front of the lenses will probably be good enough,
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Mercury's orbit is tilted to Earth's, so only

occasionally does it cross directly across the face of

the Sun – what we call a Transit of Mercury

How big?

During the transit, Mercury will appear 12 seconds

of arc across – that is, a fifth of a minute of arc.

The Sun is 32 minutes of arc across on 9 May. 

With binoculars magnifying ten times, Mercury

would appear two arc minutes across, which is just

visible to a per-

son with good

eyesight, though

twice as much

as that would

make it easier to

see. So you might be able to see Mercury as a tiny

dot using 10 x 50 binoculars with the proper filters,

but a magnification of 20 would be better.

Photo: TRACE/NASA

Transits of Mercury from 2000 to 2099

* Not visible from the UK.

Young Stargazers! How old will you be for the

future transits? What do you think the world will be

like and what might you be doing that day?!

7 May 2003

8 Nov 2006*

9 May 2016

11 Nov 2019

13 Nov 2032

7 Nov 2039

7 May 2049

9 Nov 2052*

10 May 2062

11 Nov 2065

14 Nov 2078

7 Nov 2085

8 May 2095

10 Nov 2098

SUN EARTH



because Mercury really is a small planet (see the

box on ‘How big?’). So if you only have binoculars,

you may need to increase the image size by pro-

jecting the image as shown below. With a tele-

scope you can either observe directly using a solar

filter over the main lens (Method A) , or you can

project the image (Method B). Direct observing

gives a clear view for one person at a time, but

projecting the image allows several people at once

to see the transit. There’s also a Method C using

specialised solar telescopes.

Method A – use a solar filter

A proper solar filter cuts down the Sun’s light by

100,000 times, compared with only about two

times for ordinary sunglasses. You really do need

to use the correct material – alternatives that just

look dark, such as CDs, bin liners or wrapping foil –

are no good, because even if they cut down visible

light they can allow through infrared heat, which is

what can frazzle your eye. The danger is that the

Sun may look dim, so you don’t get the reflex

action which makes you look away, and by the

time you feel your eye getting hot it’s too late. 

You can buy official glass filters for some tele-

scopes, supplied with lens caps to fit the top of

your telescope tube, and these are great if you

plan to do a lot of solar observing. But there is a

cheaper alternative, which is to buy a sheet of

Baader AstroSolar film, which you can cut to fit

your telescope or even binoculars. This is available

in A4 sheets for about £20 (plus postage) from

many specialist suppliers around the country. Don’t

leave it till the last minute to order yours! Get the

visual rather than the photographic version.

How you fit the film to the top of the telescope is

up to you, but in many

cases there is a simple

way to do it. A lot of

telescopes have a cap

that covers the top end

of the telescope, with a

separate smaller hole

in it, covered by a

smaller cap. This is

intended for solar

observing, the idea

being that it cuts the

diameter of the lens or

mirror down to

about 40 mm or so.

The Sun is so bright

that having a large

aperture is unneces-

sary. You can cut a

larger circle of

AstroSolar film to fit

on the inside of this

hole, and simply

tape it in place.

Make absolutely cer-

tain that it can’t

become dislodged,

and that the tape

isn’t going to lose its

grip if it gets hot. 

If your telescope

doesn’t have this

sort of cap you can

make one, and Baader have their own instructions

online showing you how to do this: http://astroso-

lar.com/en/information/how-to/

Whatever method you use, be certain that the

cap can’t be dislodged by accident or even by

some prankster. Now you can observe the Sun and

the transit in safety. But you might have difficulty

in actually finding the Sun in the first place! If your

telescope has a smaller finder scope to help locate

objects, the front of that must either be covered

completely with a cap so you can’t look through it

at all, or covered by AstroSolar. 

The best way to align the telescope on the Sun is

to start by looking at its shadow. You need to make

the shadow of the tube as small as possible, so that

it looks circular. Once you’ve done that, use the

lowest magnification eyepiece you have – that’s

the one with the largest number on it, such as 25

mm or 20 mm – and with luck you will find the Sun

fairly quickly. Now you can study it and hopefully

see Mercury, and use a higher magnification if you

want. If you have a motor drive you can safely

leave it following the Sun, but make sure that the

telescope isn’t likely to hit part of the mount if you

leave it unattended for any time.
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A glass solar filter on the front of a Meade ETX-105

telescope. These filters are usually made to suit

specific instruments.

A refracting telescope with

Baader AstroSolar inside the

solar observing aperture



Method B – solar projection

This method was long said to be a safe way to

view the Sun until good solar filters came along,

and now it’s regarded as less safe. But if you do it

right, there’s no danger. The idea is to use the tele-

scope without filters, but to project the Sun’s

image through it onto a screen. You can also use

the method with binoculars.

By screen we mean anything flat and white – a

sheet of paper or card will do. It won’t even get

hot unless you hold it very close to the telescope

indeed. 

As with Method A, use the lowest magnification

eyepiece and find the Sun by using the telescope’s

shadow. Again, cover any finder telescope so that

no-one can look through it. If your telescope is

equipped with a cap with a smaller hole, just

uncap the smaller hole – it will still give a bright

enough view. 

Hold your screen about 30 cm behind the tele-

scope eyepiece to start with, and when you have

found the Sun a white disc will appear on the

screen, probably out of focus. Adjust the focuser of

the telescope until the image of the Sun comes

into sharp focus, with a sharp edge to it. You can

tell it’s the Sun because its edge will probably rip-

ple slightly, and will appear slightly darker and yel-

lower than the centre.  If Mercury is on the Sun

you should see it as a small dot. 

Should someone suspect that you are playing a

trick on them and this dot is actually dust on the

eyepiece, there’s an easy way to prove them

wrong. Just turn the eyepiece in its tube and any

dust (which will be out of focus) will rotate, while

Mercury and any features on the Sun (such as

sunspots – see the next section) will stay fixed.

If you want to increase the magnification, move

the screen farther away from the eyepiece. It will

get dimmer, so there is a limit. If the image is too

dim, move it closer to the eyepiece. Binoculars

may not give a bright image anyway.

If you have the chance to project the image into

a darkened room, you can get a really large image.

But you won’t be able to follow the transit all day

very easily, because the Sun moves over a large

part of the sky. 

Oh yes, the dangers with this method. One is

that because the view through the eyepiece is

unfiltered, anyone looking through it will get a

blinding eyeful of light, so never leave the tele-

scope unattended. And keep a close eye on any

small children who can catch you unawares and

sneak underneath the telescope and look into it in

two shakes of a lamb’s tail. 

Another risk is to the telescope itself. These days,

many eyepieces, not to mention telescope tubes,
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Beware of these dangerous solar filters

Some small telescopes came supplied with what

were labelled ‘Sun filters’ which were designed to

screw into the eyepiece itself, with nothing over the

top of the tube. These dark filters have now been

outlawed, but you might still come across them.

The trouble is that all the heat from the Sun is

focused on them, so they get hot, and can shatter

without warning. Never use

them, and never use any

filter material on the eye-

piece end of a telescope or

binoculars, only on the top

end where the light enters. A cracked Sun filter

Top: Using the telescope's shadow to find the Sun.

Centre: The disc of the Sun projected on a screen.

Bottom: Solar projection using a reflecting telescope.



contain plastic parts. If the Sun’s light drifts off the

edge of the field of view, it can start to burn its

way into the innards of the eyepiece, rendering it

useless. So be very careful not to let this happen,

and ideally only view the Sun by projection for

short periods at a time.

Method C – solar telescopes

There are specialised solar telescopes that operate

in a single wavelength of light, known as hydro-

gen-alpha. These reveal the flamelike prominences

at the edge of the Sun’s disc, and show lots more

detail on the Sun. But they cost hundreds of

pounds, so you’ll only find them used by keen

amateur astronomers. If you go to a public observ-

ing event, there could be one of these in use, but

we wouldn’t recommend getting one just to view

the transit!

Timings and positions

The transit begins just after 12.12 pm BST, and

around this time Mercury starts to move slowly

onto the Sun, taking about three minutes to fully

move onto its disc. It first appears about halfway

down the left-hand edge as the Sun appears in the

sky, but most telescopes invert the

image so you are more likely to see

it on the right-hand edge. 

From then on, Mercury will make

its way across the Sun’s disc. Mid

transit occurs about 4 pm and the

event finishes at 7.41 pm BST. The

track of the planet is about two

thirds of the way from the Sun’s

north pole to its south pole, rather

than centrally.

The Sun is south-south-east at the

start of the transit, and is due south

around 1 pm (the exact time

depends on where you are in the

UK). At this point the Sun will be

quite high in the sky.

It is south-west at mid transit, and

by the end of the transit it is getting

on for west-north-west and only

about 7 degrees above the horizon,

so make sure your observing site will

allow you to see this low down.

Check a day or two beforehand to

make sure.

First contact (Mercury enters disc) 12:12:23

Second contact (Mercury fully on Sun) 12:15:35

Mid transit 15:56:17

Third contact (Mercury about to leave disc)

19:37:21

Fourth contact (Mercury leaves disc) 19:40:33

Timings in BST for Greenwich but within a few 

seconds for other parts of the UK
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Using a Coronado hydrogen-alpha telescope

The transit of Mercury photographed in 2003 through a hydrogen-

alpha telescope by Thierry Legault 



Other things to look for

As well as Mercury you might see

other dots on the surface of the Sun,

probably with a more irregular shape.

These are sunspots, which are darker

areas caused by magnetic fields inside

the Sun breaking through its surface.

They change from day to day, and are

carried around by the rotation of the

Sun every 27 days or so. Right now

there are comparatively few sunspots,

so there may be none or there may be

some quite noticeable ones.

The edge of the Sun is slightly darker

than the centre, because the light from

this region has to pass through a thick-

er layer of the solar atmosphere. You

might also see bright areas known as

faculae, like the reverse of sunspots.

But one thing you won’t see are

those red prominences leaping off the

edge of the Sun, unless you have one

of those hydrogen-alpha telescopes we

mentioned earlier. These are too faint to be seen

without special equipment. They actually appear to

move very slowly – those movies you see are

speeded up to make them look more spectacular.

And you might also notice that the Sun’s surface

is really white rather than a fiery orange colour like

the pictures in books. Sunlight is actually white

light, but the people who design books would

always rather you saw a colourful and dramatic pic-

ture than a boring white one. 

Photographing the event

Taking photos through a telescope is quite tricky

without the right equipment, so you might have to

settle for taking snaps of the projected image or

holding your camera up to the eyepiece and hop-

ing for the best. The clever way to do it is to have

an adapter that allows you to link to the telescope

a camera whose lens you can remove, so you are

using it as a big telephoto lens. The cheaper tele-

scopes may not work with adapters, however, so

check with your telescope supplier before buying

the adapter for your particular camera.

Pressing the shutter button can jog the camera,

so use the two-second self-timer provided on most

cameras instead, so the vibrations die down. 

Advanced solar photographers use specialist

webcams to record a video stream, then use soft-

ware to select and stack the best images.

Finding out more about Mercury

The Open University have a great set of videos

which will tell you all you want to know about the

planet, and also about the exciting European Space

Agency plans to launch a spacecraft called

BepiColumbo to the Mercury next year. You can

see them and find out more at

http://www.open.edu/openlearn/exploremercury 
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The Sun as it appeared in 2011 with several

groups of sunspots. Photo: Robin Scagell
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